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I. Introduction. Spacecraft observations have shown that ions are
routinely accelerated to energies from _ I0 keV to _ I0 MeV at inter-

planetary shocks (i). Of particular relevance_ in understanding how such
ion events are produced are the angle e_ between the mean shock normal

and mean upstream magnetic field and th_nlevel of magnetic fluctuations

in the shock's vicinity. When O_ < 90° (i.e. a nearly perpendicular_n ~
shock) and the magnetic field quasi-laminar, pitch angle scattering is
infrequent, and ions are accelerated primarily via the scatter-free

shock drift process by drifting along the _ x _ electric field parallel

to the shock surface (2). When _B _ 0° (i.e., a nearly parallel shock)
and the level of magnetic wave ac_vlty is high, pitch angle scattering
is frequent, and ions are accelerated primarily via the diffusive shock

acceleration process by being compressed between converging magnetic
irregularities fixed in the upstream and downstream flows (3).

Although a small minority of ion events observed near I AU

have features indicative of the acceleration process being predominantly
either scatter-free shock drift or diffusive, most events are more
complex, and are associated with shocks having intermediate values
of @_ and various levels of wave activity. To model these cases, we
h _nave _eveloped a test particle simulation that integrates along ion
orbits in a system described below.

2. Model. Let K[X,Y,Z] denote a system fixed with the sh_ck_wlth the
shock lying in the Y-Z plane, and the unit vector X = -n (n = shock

normal), so that X < 0 upstream (subscript I) and X > 0 downstream

(subscript 2). The vectors _I = UI (cos 61, O, sin 61) and _01 =
Bol(COS @., O, sin el) denote the upstream plasma velocity and mean
magnetic _ield (@. = __ ), respectively. In K the_ x _^ electric field

1 _n , u
is along Y. Given in addition the upstream Alfven MacH number MAI and
plasma beta _I, the mean downstream conditions are obtained by solving
the MHD jump _quations (with a ratio of specific heats of 5/3).

We assume that the injected ions are true test particles
(i.e., they are not coupled self-consistently to the shock and/or

waves), and neglect shock structure by requiring (ion gyroradius) >>
(shock transition). Pitch angle scattering is introduced by superposing

upon _^. (i = i or 2) a zero-mean, random magnetic field component _.(z)u l
which, _n either the upstream or downstream _lasma frame, varies only

with coordinate z along _^i' is transverse to _^., and is static (i.e.,

scattering is elastic in Uelther plasma frame)_ I The field _i(z) is a
superposition of N circularly polarized plane waves with wavevectors

along _^.. The amplitude of each Fourier component with wavenumber k is
derlvedU_rom a power spectrum P(k) using a well-known technique (4).
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1. Introduction. Spacecraft observations have shown that ions are 
routinely accelerated to energies from ~ 10 keV to ~ 10 MeV at inter
planetary shocks (1). Of particular relevance in understanding how such 
ion events are produced are the angle 0Bn between the mean shock normal 
and mean upstream magnetic field and the level of magnetic fluctuations 
in the shock's vicinity. When 0B < 90 0 (Le., a nearly perpendicular 

n~ 

shock) and the magnetic field quasi-laminar, pitch angle scattering is 
infrequent, and ions are accelerated primarily via the scatter-free 
shock drift process by drifting along the U x B electric field parallel 
to the shock surface (2). When 0B > 00 (i.e., a nearly parallel shock) 
and the level of magnetic wave acfl;!ty is high, pitch angle scattering 
is frequent, and ions are accelerated primarily via the diffusive shock 
acceleration process by being compressed between converging magnetic 
irregularities fixed in the upstream and downstream flows (3). 

Although a small minority of ion events observed near 1 AU 
have features indicative of the acceleration process being predominantly 
either scatter-free shock drift or diffusive, most events are more 
co~lex, and are associated with shocks having intermediate values 
of 8Bn and various levels of wave activity. To model these cases, we 
have aeveloped a test particle simulation that integrates along ion 
orbits in a system described below. 

2. Model. Let K[x,Y,Zl denote a system fixed with the shock, with the ,. ,.,. 
shock lying in the Y-Z plane, and the unit vector X = -n (n = shock 
normal), so that X < 0 upstream (subscript 1) and X > 0 downstream 
(subscript 2). The vectors U1 = U1 (cos 01' 0, sin 01) and B01 = 
B0 1(COS 8 1, 0, sin 8 1l denote the upstream plasm~ velocity and mean 
magnetic field (8 1 = 8 B ), respectively. In K the a x BO electric field 
is along Y. Given in ~ddition the upstream Alfven Macn number MAl and 
plasma beta ~ l' the mean downstream conditions are obtained by solving 
the MHD jump equations (with a ratio of specific heats of 5/3). 

We assume that the injected ions are true test particles 
(i.e., they are not coupled self-consistently to the shock and/or 
waves), and neglect shock structure by requiring (ion gyroradius) » 
(shock transition). Pitch angle scattering is introduced by superposing 
upon BO' (i = 1 or 2) a zero-mean, random magnetic field component bi(z) 
which, In either the upstream or downstream plasma frame, varies only 
with coordinate z along BOi ' is transverse to BOi ' and is static (i.e., 
scattering is elastic in either plasma frame). The field bi (z) is a 
superposition of N circularly polarized plane waves with wavevectors 
along BO'. The amplitude of each Fourier component with wavenumber k is 
derived trom a power spectrum P(k) using a well-known technique (4). 
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The simulation proceeds first by constructing the _i(z),
then

by solving the Lorentz force equation for the particle orbit using the

field _i (z) = _Oi + _i (z) in the appropriate plasma frame, performing a
Lorentz transformation between plasma frames at shock crossings, and

continuing until pre-set spatial and/or temporal boundaries are crossed,
whereupon the process is repeated for a new particle.

3. Results. Acceleration at interplanetary shocks was simulated using

the form P(k) in Figure i, which shows sample upstream spectra with B0 =

B01 = 5 nT. Wavenumber k in the solar wind or plasma frame (top and
right axes) was related to frequency f in the spacecraft frame (botto_

and left axes) via k = 2_f/V_. for a solar _nd speed VSW = 4 x I0"
cm/s. Spectrum A (correlatio_Wlength 2 x 10_ cm) represents that of
ambient transverse Alfv_nic fluctuations in the interplanetary medium

(5). Spectra B and C (correlation length 1.3 x 108 cm) represent trans-
verse MHD waves presumably driven by ions streaming upstream from the

shock (6,7). To model the observed spectra, we damped the,,upstream

shock-associated field amplitude with the function [I + IXI/XI*]-I,

where X]* = Dj, cos 01, with D] measured _ong B01 from the shock. For

D1 = 1.5 x210 r_ cm ='0.01 AU (>> 1.3 x _0° cm), t_e integrated power or
varlance o^ of C at = XI* is 0.06 B_I, I/4 that of spectrum B at X =

0, where oz = 0.25 [ Downstream spectra used were _imilar to _hose
in Figure I, except = 1.5 x 1013 cm = i AU, and _ = 0.36 B0_ to
model the enhanced levels observed downstream of shocks. Re_liza-

tions of spectra A and B for N = 4096 were superposed to form _1(z),
with linear interpolation used between grid points during orbit integra-

tions. The upper scale in Figure 1 shows the resonant proton energy at
which proton gyroradius p _ k-I.

Figures2 and 3 show re- Resonantprotonenergy(keV)
sultsfor61 = 0°,O1 = 60°, U1 = 4 1051041031021011001I II I I
x 107 cm/s, B01 = 5 nT, MAI = w...... berk ....I..... d f.... (cm-I)

8. _i = i. and protons injected up- ios,,,,._o-_2,,,I .,_,oi,o,,.,.,] , i.,,o,i8,..,i ,,,,i,,o,-6
stream with energy E0 : I0 keV in Spectraof transverse

magnetic field 1011
the upstream plasma frame. For this 104 fluctuat,ons(upstrearo)
case, B02/B01 : 3.2 and the plasma - Bo:5nT
density Jump r = 3.7. We define the i0,0

scale time eB01/m0c = 13 sec _0_ _k5/3_01 =
(upstream proton gyroperiod) and lo9
scale length Phi = V0_ol/2_ = 2.8 x _I02 o
I0_ cm (upstre_ gyrora_ius of a I0 _

108 I_keY proton with speed v0 = 1.3 x _0_

am/s). 107
100

In Figure 2(a) kinetic an- A a2/B2=O04 -
- B X=O o2/802=025 _ 106

ergy E/E0 in the shock frame is _0-,c X=X*o2/B2=O06 "

shown versus distance X/P01 from the

shock (upstreamat left. downstream iO__o_6..m,__,,,,.,I,,,.,,,I,,,.,,,I,,,,,.,I..,.,,,I,,,iio_10-4 10-2 100

at right of X = 0). In 2(b) and Frequencyf,nsp...... 'tf.... (Hz)
2(c) E/E 0 and X/PnI are shown versus

time t/_ol during_'the orbit. Per-
iods A-W in 2(a) are marked atop Fig. i. Wave power spectra

2(b). The largest and most rapid
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The simulation proceeds first by constructing the bi(z), then 

by solving the Lorentz force equation for the particle orbit using the 
field Hi (z) = BOi + bi(z) in the appropriate plasma frame, performing a 
Lorentz transformation between plasma frames at shock crossings, and 
continuing until pre-set spatial and/or temporal boundaries are crossed, 
whereupon the process is repeated for a new particle. 

3. Results. Acceleration at interplanetary shocks was simulated using 
the form P(k) in Figure 1, which shows sample upstream spectra with BO = 

BO 1 = 5 nT. Wavenumber k in the solar wind or plasma frame (top and 
right axes) was related to frequency f in the spacecraft frame (botto, 
and left axes) via k = 2nf/Vsw for a solar Yfnd speed VSW = 4 x 10 
cm/s. Spectrum A (correlation length 2 x 10 cm) represents that of 
ambient transverse Alfvenic fluctuations in the interplanetary medium 
(5). Spectra Band C (correlation length 1.3 x 108 cm) represent trans
verse MHD waves presumably driven by ions streaming upstream from the 
shock (6,7). To model the observed spectra, we damped the I upstretm 
shock-associated field amplitude with the fu~ction [1 + IX /X1*]- , 
where Xl * = Of cos 01' with 01 measu red ~ong BO 1 f rom the shock. For 
01 = 1.5 x

2
10 1 cm = 0.01 AU <» 1.3 x ~O cm), tlle integrated power or 

variance a 2 of C at I~I = X1* is 0.06 B01 ' 1/4 that of spectrum B at X = 
0, where a = 0.25 BOb' Downstream spectra used were ~imilar to fhose 
in Figure 1, except 2 = 1.5 x 1013 cm = 1 AU, and a = 0.36 BO to 
model the enhanced wave levels observed downstream of shocks. Reatiza
tions of spectra A and B for N = 4096 were superposed to form b (z), 
with linear interpolation used between grid points during orbit in£egra
tions. The upper scale in Figure 1 shows the resonant proton energy at 
which proton gyroradius P ~ k- 1• 

Figures 2 and 3 show re
sults for 0 = 0° 0 = 60°, U1 = 4 
x 107 cm/i, B01' =1 5 nT, MAl 
8, ~1 = 1, and protons injected up
stream with energy EO = 10 keY in 
the upstream plasma frame. For this 
case, B02/BOI = 3.2 and the plasma 
density jump r = 3.7. We define the 
scale time '&01 = eBOl/mOc = 13 sec 
(upstream proton gyroperiod) and 
sc§le length POI = vO" 01/2n = 2.R x 
10 cm (upstream gyroraiUus of a 10 
keY proton with speed Vo = 1.3 x 108 

cm/s). 

In Figure 2(a) kinetic en
ergy E/EO in the shock frame is 
shown versus distance X/POI from the 
shock (upstream at left, downstream 
at right of X = 0). In 2(b) and 
2(c) E/EO and X/POI are shown versus 
time thn1 during the orbit. Per
iods A-~ in 2(a) are marked atop 
2(b). The largest and most rapid 
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Fig. 1. Wave power spectra 
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energy gains clearly occur during the shock drift phases of acceleration

(e.g., t/_0, = 8 to 9, ii to 14, 24 to 30, and 40 to 42). In compari-
son, diffusive energy gains due to compression between the inflowing

upstream plasma and the shock are relatively small (e.g., t/_nl ffi14 to
24 and 30 to 40). The particle in Figure 2 crossed the shoc[ 42 times

and was accelerated from I0 to 560 keV in 43 _01 = 9.4 mln. This orbit
shows features typical of the case @I ffi60°"

In Figure 3 we show the energy spectra that result after an

elapsed time of 300 _nl = 66 mln for 2900 injected protons. The
quantity Af(E)/AE is th_ fraction of particles with energy E with-

in AE centered at the logarithmically-spaced plot points. The upstream
(solid) and downstream (dashed) spectra denote sums over all particles
with X < 0 and X > 0, respectively. Error bars are two statistical
standard deviations in length.

4. Discussion. The most striking aspect of Figure 3 is that well-

formed energy spectra spanning more than two decades in energy are
produced within only one hour after injection and that these spectra
bear remarkable qualitative and quantitative resemblance to observa-

tions. For example, the downstream spectrum from I0 keV to I MeV is

well-described by a power law with spectral exponent ~ 2.2, which is
quite close to some observed values (I). In addition, the upstream

A BCDEFGH

(a) I I I : I

50 - 40

el = 60° iE0 = 10 keV

<ID 30
t w

30 -- 0

-15 x
c

lO

-25

o , I , I , I -35
-35 -25 -15 -5 5 10 20 30 40

X/PO1 Time t/r 01

Fig. 2. Sample proton orbit
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energy gains clearly occur during the shock drift phases of acceleration 
(e.g., t/'tOl = 8 to 9,11 to 14, 24 to 30, and 40 to 42). In compari
son, diffus1.ve energy gains due to compression between the inflowing 
upstream plasma and the shock are relatively small (e.g., t/'tnl = 14 to 
24 and 30 to 40). The particle in Figure 2 crossed the shocK 42 times 
and was accelerated from 10 to 560 keV in 43 't 01 = 9.4 min. This orbit 
shows features typical of the case 9

1 
= 60°. 

In Figure 3 we show the energy spectra that result after an 
elapsed time of 300 't = 66 min for 2900 injected protons. The 
quantity ~f(E)/~E is th~l fraction of particles with energy E with
in ~E centered at the logarithmically-spaced plot points. The upstream 
(solid) and downstream (dashed) spectra denote sums over all particles 
with X < 0 and X > 0, respectively. Error bars are two statistical 
standard deviations in length. 

4. Discussion. The most striking aspect of Figure 3 is that well
formed energy spectra spanning more than two decades in energy are 
produced within only one hour after injection and that these spectra 
bear remarkable qualitative and quantitative resemblance to observa
tions. For example, the downstream spectrum from 10 keV to 1 MeV is 
well-described by a power law with spectral exponent ..... 2.2, which is 
quite close to some observed values (1). In addition, the upstream 
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spectrum folds over wlth decreasing E_y_k,v_
energy, similar to observed events i0_1101 102 103 I_

I llii[i[J I llilil=[ I illll
(8). The cutoff time as well as the

Energy

upstream escape boundary at X = 0.5 ,_°,ra
- _Downst_am 81 = 60 °

AU produce the steepening of the le2v"_E-22 Eo=lOkeV

upstream spectrum beyond ~ 1 MeV.

We emphasize that the ,o3

spectra in Figure 3 are primarily

the products of the shock drift
acceleration process, wlth pitch 104
angle scattering simply providing

the means to return particles to the
shock for multiple drift accelera- ,05

tlon phases,as in Figure 2. Dlf- E,op_fuslve acceleration contributes "me'3_°_
little to acceleration in thls i0 ,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,I,,,,,.i

1_ 101 102 103
case. To estimate the maximum Energy E/EO

effect expected from diffusive

acceleration, we set 01 = 0°, and Fig. 3. Proton energy spectra
keeping all other parameters fixed

as in the e I = 60° case, injected particles at I0 keV (B02/B01 = 1 and r

= 3.85 in _hls case). After 300 _01 the spectra extended no further
than E/E0 = I0 or I00 keV, illustrat_ng, as one might expect, that 300
gyroperlods is far too short a period for diffusive acceleration alone
to produce an extended energy spectrum. Examples of energy spectra for

various values of 81 from 0° to 75° are shown by reference 9.

5. Conclusions. We have presented an example from a test particle
simulation designed to study ion acceleration at oblique turbulent
shocks. For conditions appropriate at interplanetary shocks near I AU,

we have found that a shock with O_ = 60° is capable of producing an
energy spectrum extending from I0 _enV to _ I MeV in _ I hour. In this

case total energy gains result primarily from several separate episodes
of shock drift acceleration, each of which occurs when particles are
scattered back to the shock by magnetic fluctuations in the shock
vicinity.
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83-C-5301 and In part by NSF Grant ATM-83-05537.
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spectrum folds over with decreasing 
energy, similar to observed events 
(8). The cutoff time as well as the 
upstream escape boundary at X = 0.5 
AU produce the steepening of the 
upstream spectrum beyond ~ 1 MeV. 

We emphasize that the 
spectra in Figure 3 are primarily 
the products of the shock drift 
acceleration process, wi th pi tch 
angle scattering simply providing 
the means to return particles to the 
shock for multiple drift accelera
tion phases, as in Figure 2. Dif
fusive acceleration contributes 
little to acceleration in this 
case. To estimate the maximum 
effect expected from diffusive 

Elapsed 
time - 300 T01 

Energy E/Eo 
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acceleration, we set 01 = 0°, and Fig. 3. Proton energy spectra 
keeping all other parameters fixed 
as in the 01 = 60° case, injected particles at 10 keV (B02 /B01 = 1 and r 
= 3.85 in "this case). After 300 ~OJ the spectra extenaed no further 
than E/EO = 10 or 100 keV, i11ustrat1ng, as one might expect, that 300 
gyroperiods is far too short a period for diffusive acceleration alone 
to produce an extended energy spectrum. Examples of energy spectra for 
various values of 01 from 0° to 75° are shown by reference 9. 

5. Conclusions. We have presented an example from a test particle 
simulation designed to study ion acceleration at oblique turbulent 
shoCks. For conditions appropriate at interplanetary shocks near 1 AU, 
we have found that a shock with 0.s = 60° is capable of producing an 
energy spectrum extending from 10 K~ to ~ 1 MeV in ~ 1 hour. In this 
case total energy gains result primarily from several separate episodes 
of shock drift acceleration, each of which occurs when particles are 
scattered back to the shock by magnetic fluctuations in the shock 
vicinity. 
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